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this is one of the greatest perks of choosing to only have a three-cylinder engine. the engine is not only lighter and simpler, but it also costs less to produce. and with the new innovation, the advantages seem to be even greater. in one post he called for the organization of wide-reaching mass movements across the muslim
world. i ask allah to stir the hearts of many muslim people with the war waged by america against the muslim nation and its people. he will prepare good terrain for the soldier of islam; he will sow the seeds of jihad in their hearts, and he will annihilate the infidels. the most decisive battles will take place beyond the seas, where
the armies of islam will challenge the americans and inflict the first blows. in these battles, the americans will perish, the infidels will flee, and the muslim nation will celebrate. america will then flee from the muslim lands, i swear, not without leaving thousands of martyrs behind in the muslim land and water. the mosques will be
filled with the cries of the oppressed, the religious scholars will travel, and the islamic nation will be awakened in its entirety. it will rise, and it will fight the american and the polytheist crusader armies, and the infidels will be expelled from the land of muhammad. the islamic nation will march on all fronts, and a bridge will be
built from the land of the two holy mosques [in saudi arabia] to the land of the holy war [in palestine]. another time, bin laden wrote, we are in the last days, and the u.s. is being hit with rockets and missiles from the people of palestine, from the peninsula of sinai, from palestine and afghanistan, from iraq, from khurasan, sham,
al-uyaina, and other parts, and from the people of yemen. the islamic nation [is] in the spotlight of the fighters of allah, and the people have awareness of the danger and of the tricks, and they are resorting to god, and to the prophet, and to the holy koran. may god have mercy on them, he added.
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